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The directions are quite simple...

The goal with this Family Bucket List is to carve out time EVERY DAY leading up to 

Christmas to do these things together.  Although the events have already been created for you, it 

will still take some time to pick which event should go on which day based on your family’s 

schedule.  It’s important to look at the limited dates on which some of these events occur (you can 

check the WINTER GUIDE or DAILY EVENTS pages on FamiliesOnTheFox.com

❏ STEP 1:  Print the following pages of this PDF.  

❏ STEP 2: Once you have decided which day each event will occur, cut them out and put 

them in some sort of container or bag to be opened first-thing every morning.

❏ Consider putting a little treat or trinket (think: small treat, book, ornament, or item 

related to the task) in the bags with the Bucket List slips for added fun!

❏ STEP 3: If you are uncertain about some of the tasks, visit Families on the Fox’s Pinterest 

page (linked in the upper left-hand corner of our website.  The Pinterest Board is titled, 

“Holiday Family Bucket List”.)

❏ STEP 4:  Slow down and enjoy this time together.  

XOXO - Chrissy

If you do this Bucket List and post pictures on social media, be sure to TAG @FamiliesOnTheFox!

Holiday Family Bucket List
***TriCity Edition***

https://www.familiesonthefox.com/


Holiday Family Bucket List
TriCity Edition
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Build a snowman, 
then take a walk 
in the snow.

Have a snowball fight 
and take pictures with 
the nice camera (if 
there’s no snow, make 
paper snowballs 
and have the 
snowball fight 
inside).

Go sledding and 
have hot 
chocolate after.

Bake cookies and 
share some with 
the neighbors.

Go to the Larsen Light Show or 
look at other Lights 
(Phillips Park Zoo in Aurora, 
Lehnertz Avenue in Aurora, 
Cheever Avenue in Geneva, 
Juniper Lane and Foxmoor 
Lane in South Elgin, 
Mooseheart).

Get up early and 
go to breakfast in 
our PJs.

Mail Christmas 
cards to family 

and friends.

Decorate a 
Ginger Bread 

House.

Watch “The Polar 
Express” in your 
PJs and 
drink hot 
chocolate.

Play a game 
together this 
evening.

Wrap holiday 
gifts for your 
parents and 
siblings.

Make paper 
snowflakes and 
hang them in 

the house.

Collect pinecones 
and paint or 
glitter them for 
Christmas 
decorations.

Make room for new 
toys by donating 

some toys you don’t 
play with anymore.  
Take the bag to the 

Salvation Army.

Go on a Holiday 
Scavenger Hunt by 
driving through our 
neighborhood.  You 
MUST take pictures 
proving you 
saw all the 
items on 
the list.

Go to the Christmas 
Walk in Downtown 

Geneva.  Be sure to 
take a picture by the 

tree!

Write a ‘thank you’ 
note to our mail 

carrier and 
garbage man with 

a small gift.

Do a RAK 
(Random Act of 
Kindness) for a 
stranger.

Make dinner 
together.

Start the “You’ve 
Been Elfed” 
tradition 
in your 
‘hood.

Build a 
giant fort.

Play 
Christmas 

Bingo.

Go shopping for a 
gift to give your 
teachers and 
assistants at 
school.

Set up the tripod and 
take a family picture 
together in front of the 
Christmas Tree…  The 
girls get to pick the 
outfits. 

Make pancakes 
together and 
eat breakfast 

before opening 
your presents.
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You must EXIT THE VEHICLE to take pictures with EACH of the items.  Find ALL the items in 

ONE night, or complete the list on an additional night.

SCAVENGER HUNT ITEMS:

❏ A house decorated in ALL WHITE LIGHTS.

❏ A house decorated in MULTICOLOR LIGHTS.

❏ A house with a NUTCRACKER decoration.

❏ An INFLATABLE SANTA yard decoration.

❏ A yard with THREE OR MORE INFLATABLE decorations.

❏ A SNOWMAN (decoration or made of snow).

❏ A NORTH POLE SIGN.

❏ A GIANT PRESENT.

❏ REINDEER/S in the grass/snow.

❏ A PENGUIN yard decoration.

If you do this Bucket List and post pictures on social media, be sure to TAG 
@FamiliesOnTheFox in your adventures while you #ExploreMore!

Christmas Light Scavenger Hunt


